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Abstract:
In this article we present the state of the art in the field of autonomous surface ship navigation
using machine learning. We discuss the main challenges towards the development of fully
autonomous navigation systems with the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions
at Sea (COLREGs). Finally, we propose two alternative approaches that are based on
machine learning. Existing COLREGs-based navigation and collision avoidance algorithms
are based on traditional search-based planning and optimization algorithms. We consider that
these approaches are suitable when the problem space is defined completely and rigorously.
However, experts believe that is not the case for COLREGs since it leaves many aspects open
to the interpretation of the captain. For example, COLREGs expects that any collision
avoidance action shall be taken with due regard to the observance of good seamanship, a
concept not defined in the convention. Furthermore, many rules are defined using undefined
concepts like safe distance, or keywords like early, or substantial, without giving any
definition. COLREGs even allow for the rules to be broken to avoid an accident. Due to this,
traditional planning approaches may not be able to handle complex scenarios that are
underspecified according to COLREGs.
An alternative is the use of machine learning (ML), reinforcement learning (RL) and imitation
learning (IL) at the core of autonomous navigation systems. Machine learning is known to
succeed and outperform traditional approaches specially in vaguely defined problem domains,
where it is difficult, if not impossible, to create a full formal specification of the phenomenon
under study. We consider this to be the case for COLREGs-based navigation and we
conjecture that a ML-based navigation approach can outperform existing search-based and
optimization algorithms.
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INTRODUCTION
Autonomy as a way to increase safety, improve the logistics, decrease the operational costs,
maximize profitability and reduce the carbon-footprint of traffic, has gained a lot of interest
worldwide, and is mainly focusing, in Europe and the US, in the automotive area. Maritime
Autonomous Surface Ships (MASS) of the future are expected to contain functionality that
handle an increasing range of self-sufficiency. Autonomous capabilities include relieving the
vessel operator from constant supervision by taking over certain responsibilities of the vessels
using partial or complete remote operation of vessels, or partial or complete unsupervised
navigation.
Technological advances in the field of big data, data analytics and processing, cloud
computing, sensor technology and improved communication infrastructures open the doors to
a future where ships will sail the seas autonomously. According to the Norwegian Forum for
Autonomous Ships (NFAS), an autonomous vessel, whether manned or unmanned, is a ship
with a certain level of automation and self-governance. These vessels will be equipped with
systems having the ability to self-initiate actions. These actions rely on sensor-based detection
and analysis using algorithms guiding the automated decision-making. The level of autonomy
(LoA) defines the level of engagement that is expected of a human operator and the level of
performance conducted by automation. LoA will depend on the vessel and its operational
purpose and objectives. Some vessels may contain maintenance crew, others operated from
the shore by the remote operation center crew and some might even be fully manned with
intelligent automated support systems for decision-making. The level of autonomy can vary
from ship to ship raising the need for successful interaction with humans.
Parasuraman, et al. (2000), and referred by Veritas (2017), divide maritime vessel
functionalities into four levels of automation: Information acquisition; Information analysis;
Decision and action selection and Action implementation.
The maritime industry is already leveraging various vessel-dependent levels of automation.
Shipping has always been a fore runner in acquiring modern technology. For example, first
electric navigation solutions emerged in the 1930s and vessels were the first civilian user of
satellite navigation technology. Further, the anti-collision radar became mandatory onboard
vessels from 1974 and automatic identification transponders from 2002, [33]. The vessels of
today can be equipped with an autopilot following a pre-planned route in a track-following
mode executing independently turns while the officer on watch (OOW) mainly monitors the
proceedings and ensures safe navigation.
Today’s unmanned vessels are mainly small crafts engaged in research and scientific activities,
like for example marine environment exploration or deep ocean surveys. Some vessels
perform underwater operations such as mine seeking and military has some autonomous
surveillance vessels, e.g. US Navy’s Sea Hunter Drone Ship. Although, at the moment, there
is no fully functional autonomous maritime vessels in operation, there have been various
attempts in that direction. Regarding the merchant vessels, the Yara Birkeland vessel is under
development and is stated to be the world's first autonomous container ship sailing in the near
future. Its design is mainly motivated by environmental factors. Also, some autonomous small
passenger ferries have been tested such as NTNU’s Autoferry and autonomous passenger
ferries are expected to sail sometimes soon. Successful test runs have been done within the
project SVAN by Rolls-Royce (currently Kongsberg Maritime Finland Ltd.) and Finnferries,

where they successfully demonstrated the world’s first fully autonomous ferry in the Finnish
Archipelago. Similar tests have been done also by ABB (remote control of Suomenlinna ferry) and Wärtsilä (successful tests with the Norwegian ferry Folgefonn).
The operational environment of a ship can vary from open sea navigation without traffic to
highly complex dense traffic areas. Prevailing circumstances like weather conditions have also
an impact on collision avoidance. Collision avoidance is very situationally bound, where
concepts like “safe distance” or “in ample time” change according to the prevailing
circumstances. Machine learning is known to succeed and outperform traditional approaches
specially in vaguely defined problem domain, where it is difficult, if not impossible, to create
a full formal specification of the phenomenon under study. We consider this is the case for
COLREGs-based navigation and we conjecture that a ML-based navigation approach can
outperform existing search-based and optimization algorithms.

1. THE DRIVING FORCES OF AUTONOMOUS SHIPPING
Maritime Autonomous Surface Ships of the future are expected to contain functionalities that
handle an increasing range of self-sufficiency. Autonomous capabilities include relieving the
vessel operator from constant supervision by taking over certain responsibilities of the vessels
using partial or complete remote operation of vessels, or partial or complete unsupervised
navigation.
An important motivation for autonomous functions in ships is to avoid human errors resulting
from distraction, tiredness, lack of focus, etc. Despite the advances in technologies and the
high level of reliability found in navigational equipment on a vessel, ship safety is still
considered as one of the major issues in the maritime shipping industry. Several studies have
shown a predominant impact of human behavior in maritime accidents and casualties, with an
estimated 89% to 96% of ship collisions directly due to human error [2]. In 2017 alone, 3301
accidents were reported by the European Maritime Safety Agency and over 53% of all reported
accidents were collisions, contacts or grounding occurrences, all due to navigational error [10].
The development of autonomous navigational capabilities is seen as a possible solution to
dramatically reduce the number of accidents due to navigational error.
Several researchers have tackled this problem by proposing automatic COLREGs-based
navigation algorithms and even complete systems [45, 13]. COLREGs prescribes a set of rules
that all ships should follow to ensure safe navigations.
The origin of COLREGs goes back to the ending of Age of Sail in mid-19th century. The
appearance of steam ships raised the concern about shipping safety and rules of the road at sea
started to evolve. For decades the rules have been evolved according to the needs of maritime
traffic and COLREGs were published in modern form in 1972. Now the maritime traffic is
facing a new revolution, the autonomous vessels to which the traditional rules are challenging
to apply. The COLREGs have been written to humans while in interaction with other humans
in a qualitative format. Due to complex maritime domain, they also are general in nature to
make them applicable to as many situations as possible [32]. The qualitative nature of
COLREGs poses challenges for algorithm creation used for collision avoidance as the creation
of anti-collision software requires the rules to be transformed into quantitative format.
Definitions like “good seamanship” guiding the decision making of seafarers or changing

concept of safe speed that is dependent on situational circumstances pose challenges for
quantification. Further, the rules change according to weather conditions like restricted
visibility or signals of the counter vessel such as restricted maneuverability. Therefore,
COLREGs needs to be interpreted always in the context of prevailing navigational conditions
and the correct application of the rules can vary from one situation to the next as the prevailing
conditions change.
Porathe [31, 32], discusses the matter in his articles and raises the question for new set of rules
for autonomous vessels. Although the question cannot be answered yet, he points out that if
the autonomous vessels need to interact with humans, the actions of an autonomous vessel
need to be transparent and understandable by human mariners. Endsley [11] states that poor
understanding of the functioning of an autonomous system leads to inappropriate interaction
with automation, resulting in poor situational awareness. Therefore, autonomous vessels do
need to operate within the context of COLREGs to ensure that their actions are understood.
Research on human behavior in various, specified circumstances and navigational areas can
be the way to overcome challenges posed by quantification of COLREGs.
Maritime traffic has been coordinated in dense traffic areas by Traffic Separation Lanes, but
these lanes do not cover all areas. Complex traffic situations with multiple vessels entering
from various directions is just an ordinary day at sea for professional seafarers. Belcher [6]
studied COLREGs from a societal point of view giving an example of complex traffic
situations where the rules of COLREGs conflict with each other leaving the decision making
and courses of action for individual interpretations of officers. Similar example was given by
Porathe [32] pointing out that the actions of one ship in a complex situation will affect the
decision making and actions of others. In addition, a collision avoidance situation can be
solved with various solutions e.g. course change, speed change or both. These decisions also
have an impact on which rule to apply as one rule can change to another dynamically in the
same collision avoidance situation between vessels depending on the chosen courses of action.

2. STATE OF THE ART IN AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
Maneuvering a ship is composed of three fundamental tasks: navigation, guidance and control
[42]. The navigation task aims at estimating the state of the ship motion, which can be done
with the help of a variety of sensors (for example inertial measurement unit, compass, global
position system). The guidance of a ship is the task in charge of determining the desired ship
state motion and is usually based on a set of input values related to physical environment of
the ship, the ship mission or goals and associated costs (for example time, energy, and risk).
The control task is implementing the required actuator commands to reach the desired ship
state motion. A possible composition of tasks for an autonomous ship manoeuvring
architecture is illustrated in Figure 1.
Understanding the vessel’s environment, i.e., situational awareness is the corner stone for the
guidance task. It includes components on several levels, level 1: perceive all environmental
elements defining the current situation (for example, weather environment, type, location and
speed of other vessels, etc.), level 2: comprehend the current situation (for example, understand
and quantify a risk of collision), and level 3: project the future state of the ship (for example
predict the near-future way points of the ship). The existing works for autonomous ships put a

focus on the situation awareness components of the guidance task. Specifically, collision
avoidance or path planning approaches have attracted attention through the past few years.
Figure 1. A decision-making architecture for an autonomous ship.

Recently, Zhou, et. al. [46] proposed a quantitative model of situational awareness based on
the system safety control structure of remotely controlled vessel. This study provides a
theoretical ground for further work in the area of situational awareness. The model developed
in this study considers a high level of abstraction while using probabilistic approaches to
provide guidelines for evaluating the navigation safety of autonomous ships. In another study,
Murray and Perera [25], proposed an approach to facilitate situational awareness by predicting
the other vessels’ trajectories accurately. They used a data-driven approach taking advantage
of the information collectable from historical AIS data. They employed a clustering based
Single Point Neighbor Search Method along with a Multiple Trajectory Extraction Method.
Endsley [12] proposed a three levels situational awareness model defined as Level 1:
perception of element of the environment within a volume of time and space; Level 2: the
comprehension of the current situation and Level 3 projection of the status in the near future.
Xu, et.al. [44] proposed an autonomous collision avoidance method which is designed based
on the visual technique similar to the human’s visual system. They used the recorded
navigational manoeuvres for pre-defined scenarios performed on a simulator to train a deep
convolutional neural network. The model is used to predict the collision avoidance
manoeuvres based on the image scenes fed to the model as the input. During the same year,
Xidias and Zissis [43] proposed an optimization approach to identify an optimum collision
free path, based on the input obtained by the visibility graphs. Their optimization model is
designed in such a way that the optimum path (1) should be minimal, (2) should respect the
three COLREGs rules and (3) should avoid collisions with both static and moving obstacles.
Target detection is another area of study that contributes in designing of collision avoidance
approaches. For example, Stateczny, et. al. [37] provided an empirical analysis of the maritime
surface target detection approaches, which could be utilised for the design of tracking and anticollision systems for autonomous surface vehicles (ASV). Their research focused on
identifying the field of views in which different surface targets could be detected. Their
analysis included the objects that are typically detectable in the water environment, including
a boat and other floating objects.
Path planning is also another area of interest. A popular choice is to develop Kalman filterbased algorithms for path planning. For example, Liu, et. al. [24] proposed a Kalman filter‐
based predictive path planning designed to predict the trajectories of moving ships, and the

maritime vessel’s own position in real time. Based on this information, this method, evaluates
the potential collision risk of the vessels of interest. Allotta, et. al. [3, 4] conducted two studies
to compare the efficiency of two different Kalman filter-based algorithms, namely, Extended
Kalman filter (EKF) and Unscented Kalman filter (UKF). Kuwata, et. al. [22] took an
algorithmic view towards solving the problem of identifying optimal path for the maritime
vessels. As the input they consider the near-term waypoint, a reference speed, and a list of
contacts representing moving and static hazards. The objective of their algorithm is to find the
optimal velocity command in which the surface ship could avoid the hazards and follow the
COLREGs. The algorithm computes the closest point of approach with the current position
and velocity of the vessel and other traffic vessels and evaluates if any COLREGs rules need
to be applied at all and change the current route based on the identified COLREGs rule. Later,
Jeong, Lee, and Lee [20] developed a technique to devise a motion planning approach using
real-time data. This is a risk analysis method which assesses and visualizes maritime traffic
risk as the foundation for the route planning of an Autonomous Surface Vehicles (ASV). The
optimal route that matches the desired objectives is identified using the risk contour map and
the ASV's data processing.
Tan, et. al. [40] presented a different approach to path planning which joins AIS locations of
the same vessel at different times and locations in a region into a route. Next, it automatically
computes navigation plans using nearest neighbor-based path retrieval relying on two
representations, Ship Feature and Navigation Feature. Then, it utilizes the available AIS data,
including ship properties, and the preprocessed corresponding route which are accessible from
the form of Ship and Navigation Feature. This approach considers the available navigational
constrains in the form of a vector data, then identifies the nearest neighbor to this query vector
in the space under investigation and eventually points out the recommended navigational path
as the output. Taking into account the importance of respecting COLREGs, the path planning
approach developed by Park, Choi, and Choi [29] is based on defining all potential trajectories’
uncertainty. In this approach, the authors utilize a tracking filter that estimates the motion
information. They use the error covariance if this filter as the basis of their modelling.
Furthermore, based on this developed model, a probabilistic approach, they identify a
considered collision risk zone (CRZ) for the predicted trajectory. Finally, considering the
dynamic characteristics of the vessel and in order to avoid the identified CRZ, an optimal path
is proposed. In another study, Bibuli, et. al. [7] developed a two layered approach in order to
devise a multiple unmanned surface vehicles navigation framework. In the top layer of the
architecture, a robust path planner is adopted to generate optimal waypoints, which are later
smoothed using the polyfitting operation. This smoothed trajectory is given as an input to the
bottom layer of the guidance system based on virtual target approach integrated with a swarm
aggregation algorithm based on attraction- repulsion strategy.
Later, Hinostroza, Xu, and Soares [16] focused on designing a motion-planning unit, which is
based on the angle-guidance fast-marching square method, which is specially developed for
operation in dynamic and static environments. The collision avoidance unit is based on fuzzylogic formulation, the guidance unit uses the vector-field guidance formulation and the control
unit is composed by a PID heading controller and a speed controller.

3. MACHINE LEARNING APPROACHES FOR THE GUIDANCE TASK
Several ML-based navigation algorithms have been successfully employed in other application
domains, like aerospace and automotive. Reinforcement learning, imitation learning and
generative adversarial imitation learning are the most relevant approaches for autonomous
navigation.

3.1 REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
Reinforcement learning (RL) models identify the main elements of the problem understudy by
analyzing how an agent interacts with its environment to reach a maximum reward while
pursuing an ultimate goal, see Sutton and Barto [38]. In an RL model, the agent is defined to
derive useful information from the environment in order to perform actions which have
influence on the environment based on a predefined reward function. The goal in an RL model
is to formulate different steps from collecting information to taking action and achieving goal
in such a way that they are simple as well as efficient and non-trivialized. One of the main
obstacles in implementing an RL model is its reliance on the reward function. As designing a
reward function requires involved and complex experiments to imitate the behaviors close to
the natural one, many RL models tend to settle for a local minima rather than a global one,
[27].

3.2 IMITATION LEARNING
Imitation learning (IL) models are designed to learn a policy based on the data collected from
humans’ demonstration to imitate an expert behavior. The policies learned by an IL model
typically is captured through an expressive model such as neural networks [21] IL have been
widely adopted when it comes to learning car navigation. One of such adoptions is Behavioral
Cloning (BC) [30]. BC is a supervised learning approach in which the driver’s behaviors is
learned via building a regression model based on the dataset including tuples of state and
actions recorded from human experts’ demonstrations. The shortcoming of BC is using a
regression model on the existing data and any deviation from the data could dramatically
reduce the accuracy of the model. Such a shortcoming leads to the model being unstable, for
example, Ross and Bagnell [34], argue that as the dataset of experts’ demonstration lack the
careless driver behavior and thus lacks recovery actions, the BC model could lead to errors
and undesirable driving decisions. Ross et al [35] argues that a BC model, by nature, violates
the independent and identically distributed random variables (i.i.d) assumption as the future
behavior heavily relies on the previous actions. Thus, the BC model could potentially
showcase poor performance.
Apprenticeship learning (AL) [1] is another IL method that learns an unknown reward function
which is the basis of the expert demonstration. AL could be considered superior to BC, as it
focuses on learning the reward function rather than the behavior from the dataset which could
potentially include non-optimal demonstrations. Syed and Schapire [39], proposed a new AL
approach based on the work of Abbeel and Ng [1], where they consider the unknown reward
function to be the combination of a set of known and observable features. They claim that their
approach has the potential to produce a policy, in times, better than the expert’s. In contrast to

Syed and Schapire [39] approach, Levine et al. [23], assumes the reward function to be a nonlinear one and use Gaussian processes to learn it. They argue that such an assumption, makes
it feasible to capture more complex behaviors. As such, it is worth considering that AL is
computationally expensive and it could only be utilized when the resources are available [17].

3.3 GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL IMITATION LEARNING (GAIL)
As mentioned in the previous section, the implementation of the BC and AL algorithms is not
always feasible. Several different approaches have been proposed to overcome the
aforementioned issues. Inverse reinforcement learning (IRL) is one of such approaches, where
the goal is to find a cost function which facilitates the expert’s uniquely optimal behavior.
However, IRL is also a computationally expensive approach as it has a middle RL loop. To
alleviate this issue, Ho and Ermon [17], proposed a new approach called Generative
Adversarial Imitation Learning (GAIL). GAIL tends to learn the policy directly from the data
without the need for the middle RL loop. GAIL uses Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN)
[15] to fit distributions of states and actions leading to identifying the expert’s behavior. GAN
consists of two main components: 1) a generator (producing new data samples and 2) a
discriminator (evaluating whether the new sample belongs to the actual training dataset or not).
GAN the generator and discriminator are learned by a gradient. In contrast to GAIL which is
a model-free approach, Baram et al. [5],used a model-based approach and reparameterization
techniques to identify the gradient of the discriminator based on the state and action
information. Finally, similar to the study by Baram et al. [5], Blondé and Kalousis [8],
proposed a new approach to deduce the gradient of the discriminator. Rather than using
intermediary approaches, they directly deduce it based on the actions using a deterministic
policy.
Taking into account the specific considerations related to the maritime domain, mainly the
need of safety requirements and lack of training data, specific approaches need to be developed
for the autonomous maritime domain. As such, we propose the development and evaluation of
the following approaches: Safe Reinforcement Learning and Simulation-based Multi-agent
Imitation Learning.

3.4 SAFE REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
The overall goal of Reinforcement Learning is to learn a decision-making policy to maximize
a reward-based objective function. The reward function can be defined in terms of the mission
objectives, for example arriving to the next way point of a previously planned route. However,
Reinforcement Learning does not take into account possible risks or actions to avoid even if
they would contribute to achieve the goal.
Constrained Reinforcement Learning [9] can be considered an extension of Reinforcement
Learning where only policies that abide a given set of constraints are considered. We can
introduce the concept of Safe Reinforcement Learning as an application of Constrained
Reinforcement Learning where the constraints represent the safety requirements of our
problem domain.

The safety constraints are formulated in terms of cost functions that represent states to avoid.
In the case of autonomous navigation, one cost function can be used to estimate the risk of
collision. This, in turn, can be quantified using the Velocity Obstacles approach [22] or the
risk assessment function presented by Hu et al. [19]. Once we are able to quantify the risk of
collision as a real function, we can define a constrain limiting what is the maximum risk that
we are able to allow during the training of the agent. In this way, the policy implemented by
the autonomous agent must find a balance over maximizing the reward function, i.e. achieving
the mission objective, while abiding the constrains imposed by the cost function, i.e. bounding
the risks of unsafe operation to an acceptable risk.
Safe Reinforcement Learning has the potential to combine the benefits of Reinforcement
Learning while taking into account safety requirements. However, there are some challenges
to this approach. The first one is the actual definition of the reward and cost functions. As
discussed, different authors have proposed methods to calculate the estimated time and
distance to a possible collision between two vessels, but often these models are rather
simplistic and often assume that the ships are following a straight line. Finally, these models
require a precise estimation of parameters such as the position and speed vector of the own
and other vessels, and this task can also be challenging in case of equipment malfunction or
failure.

3.5 SIMULATION-BASED MULTI-AGENT IMITATION LEARNING
The use of simulation platforms to create and test traffic patterns is a common approach used
in development of autonomous land vehicles. Augmenting the simulator with real world inputs
promises to provide richer and more authentic environment to test the reliability and safety of
automatic navigational technology. However, unlike autonomous land vehicles, maritime
traffic is sparser with rarer occurrence of navigationally complex events. In addition, unlike
navigational guidelines for land vehicles, maritime navigational guidelines are intentionally
vague due to a large permutation of possible scenarios, making it difficult to rely only on sets
of expert-written rules and interpretations of maritime navigation regulations. The situation
calls for a reliable dataset of various vessel, environment and traffic scenarios with data quality
ideally from real-world measurements or mimics the real-world as close as possible.
The main challenge in multi-agent imitation learning lays in preparing the simulation
environment, which is highly dependent on the task to be performed. The model has to figure
out how to avoid a collision in a safe environment. The first step to build such a model, a
dataset is to be constructed by directly recording the state as human experts navigates a ship,
to facilitate making multiple renders of both the environment and data with varied
environmental conditions, other vessels specifications and positions, and different routes. Two
main components need to be introduced to build the required dataset: a set of sequential
decision-making environments in the simulator and a corresponding public large-scale dataset
of human demonstrations. In order to facilitate the training of multi-agent imitation learning
models, simulations run by multiple users on the same scenario on different simulator bridges
must be recorded.
The aim of the approach is to learn multiple parametrized policies that imitate the behavior of
all experts. As the data are collected from multiple players in the same scenario, the model
would consider interactions among all the vessels and reflects individual differences. This

approach has an adversarial component, called a critic, to compute the difference between
the off-course trajectories and true trajectories. During training, the algorithm iteratively
updates the policy to minimize the difference and updates the critic to maximize the
difference. When the algorithm converges, the critic cannot distinguish between the true
trajectory and the roll-out trajectory, which implies point-wise convergence of the policy.

4. CONCLUSION
The fundamental challenge for the maritime industry is to achieve safety for the IT systems
that are being deployed. A substantial amount of research has been done for the automotive
area, but these results do not easily transfer to the maritime area. This is due to differences in
the physics of the vessel’s vs that of a car, differences in weather conditions leading to different
sensing needs, and differences in traffic conditions making the datasets collected for the
automotive area pretty useless in the maritime area.
There is a need to find an approach to address the general problem of autonomy for maritime
vessels, by establishing a model of "good seamanship" using modern machine learning
techniques like safe reinforcement learning, and multi-agent imitation learning.
In this paper we surveyed the field of algorithms for autonomous navigation for maritime
vessels. It is clear that although there have been several attempts to find a solution to design
surface ship autonomous navigation system, there is a need to explore new ways to learn the
behaviors of actual humans. In this paper we proposed the development and evaluation of the
following approaches: Safe Reinforcement Learning and Simulation-based Multi-agent
Imitation Learning.
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